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Finance and Constitution Committee 

13th Meeting, 2018 (Session 5), Wednesday 25 April 2018 

Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (Relief from Additional Amount) 
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 2 

1. The Committee will consider the Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (Relief
from Additional Amount) (Scotland) Bill at Stage 2 at this meeting. 

2. The Bill and its accompanying documents can be accessed via the
Parliament’s website. 

3. The deadline for amendments was 19 April. No amendments were lodged so
no groupings or marshalled list have been produced. However, despite the lack of 
amendments, the Committee is still required to consider the Bill formally at Stage 2.  

4. As part of its Stage 2 consideration, the Committee will be invited to agree
each section of the Bill along with the long title. The Guidance on Public Bills 
explains that where there has been no amendment to leave out a section or 
schedule— 

“there is no obligation on members to agree when the question is put on the 
section or schedule, but disagreement does not lead to a division and cannot 
result in the omission of the section or schedule from the Bill.”1 

Conclusion 

5. The Committee is invited to consider the Bill at Stage 2.

Committee Clerks 
April 2018 

1 http://www.parliament.scot/S5ChamberOffice/GuidanceonPublicBills_S5v2_FINAL_DRAFT.docb.pdf 
(para. 4.99) 

1 

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/Bills/106472.aspx
http://www.parliament.scot/S5ChamberOffice/GuidanceonPublicBills_S5v2_FINAL_DRAFT.docb.pdf
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Finance and Constitution Committee 

13th Meeting, 2018 (Session 5), Wednesday 25 April 2018 

Trade Bill: Legislative Consent Memorandum 

Purpose 

1. This paper provides information relating to the Committee’s third evidence
session on the UK Government’s Trade Bill and the associated Scottish Government 
Legislative Consent Memorandum. 

2. At this meeting, the Committee will take evidence from—

• Martin Bell, Deputy Director of Trade, Scotch Whisky Association

• Kathleen Walker Shaw, European Officer, GMB Scotland

• Helen Martin, Assistant General Secretary, Scottish Trades Union
Congress (STUC)

3. Written submissions have been received from all of the witnesses and are
provided at Annexe A to this paper.  

Committee Clerks 
20 April 2018 

1 
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ANNEXE A 

Scotch Whisky Association 
Response to the Scottish Parliament’s Finance and Constitution Committee 
February 2018 

• The Scotch Whisky Association has 68 member companies and represents
over 90% of the industry.

• Scotch Whisky is the UK’s biggest food and drink exporter, over £4billion in
2017 and is one of the largest contributors to the balance in trade in goods of
any sector in the UK economy.

• Over 90% of Scotch Whisky produced is exported.
• Around 39 bottles are exported each second to around 180 markets.
• The Scotch Whisky industry has significant trade policy experience –

negotiations (multilateral and bilateral), market access and trade disputes.

The Scotch Whisky Association is delighted to have the opportunity to respond to the 
Scottish Parliament’s Finance Committee inquiry into the impact of the Trade Bill on 
devolved competencies.  

The SWA’s preference would have been to stay in the EU, but we have to now plan 
for post-Brexit trade. We are therefore working with both the Scottish and UK 
Governments to highlight the issues, and possible opportunities, relating to Brexit 
and the Scotch Whisky industry.   

The SWA has strong working relationships with the Scottish and UK Governments. 
The Scotch Whisky industry receives support from both governments in promoting 
Scotch Whisky in overseas markets and we expect that to continue as we move to a 
different trade policy.    

We believe that consultation with stakeholders will lead to more successful trade 
policies. We are therefore calling for systematic engagement with a wide range of 
relevant parties – business, devolved administrations, parliamentarians and NGOs – 
in developing and implementing policy related to trade. It is essential that a 
structured stakeholder engagement mechanism must fully involve the devolved 
administrations.   

With regard to any transfer of powers, it is important that business is consulted. The 
Scotch Whisky industry would be happy to work with the UK and Scottish 
Governments to provide industry relevant information to help ensure that powers sit 
with the most appropriate level of government. 

There may be areas where UK wide framework agreements, covering all UK nations, 
could be the best approach, and where this is the case they should be explored in a 
collaborative manner with businesses and devolved governments. One example, 
would relate to labelling and geographical indications. The SWA has worked hard for 
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many years to ensure that consistent EU rules on production, labelling and 
geographical indications are in place and enforced. This has helped the Scotch 
Whisky industry grow and succeed, and has been to the benefit of our consumers 
across Europe.  
 
The SWA is also calling for the Industrial Strategy to have a specific component for 
the spirits sector and we encourage both the Scottish and UK government to 
collaborate in order to consider this possibility in detail.   
 
It is important that the regulatory and policy environment is one that supports the 
businesses to thrive and become competitive at home and abroad.  
 
The SWA would be delighted to provide oral evidence or further information if 
required.  
 
Additional written evidence - Scotch Whisky Association 
Finance and Constitution Committee 
April 2018 
 
The SWA works to ensure Scotch Whisky has fair access to all markets worldwide. 
We have close working relationships with the UK and Scottish Governments, the 
European Commission, foreign governments and the World Trade Organisation to 
tackle and remove trade barriers for Scotch Whisky around the globe. 
 
The SWA actively feeds into consultations on key regulations and has developed 
relationships with governments to ensure the interests of the Scotch Whisky industry 
are taken into account. Exports are critical to our industry, and we work particularly 
hard to promote non-discriminatory access to priority markets around the world and 
secure intellectual property protection in those markets.  
 
At European level, the SWA works with both the UK and Scottish Governments to 
ensure that our requirements are well understood in Brussels. We liaise directly with 
the European Commission and work closely with our European industry association, 
spiritsEUROPE. We input to European Union consultations providing detailed 
information as to how new EU legislative proposals would affect the Scotch Whisky 
industry. We regularly participate in expert group meetings where topical regulatory 
and trade issues affecting our producers are discussed directly with Commission 
officials, providing them with the evidence they need to tackle these issues both 
inside and outside the EU.  
 
EU rules impact on almost every facet of trade in Scotch Whisky. These include: 
spirits definitions; protection of ‘geographical indications’ (such as Scotch Whisky); 
labelling; taxation; a standardised range of bottle sizes; holding and movement of 
excisable products; and environmental issues. The EU Spirit Drinks Regulation is 
one of the most important EU regulations for our sector, and sets out important rules 
on production, labelling and geographical indications (GIs) for spirit drinks produced 
or sold in the EU. This Regulation is currently undergoing a major revision in 
Brussels, and the SWA has been very active with all the EU institutions – the 
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European Commission, Council and European Parliament – to ensure that it 
continues to provide a suitable legislative framework for the industry. Support from 
Scottish and other UK MEPs has been vital during this process to ensure the 
priorities of the Scotch Whisky industry – the EU’s leading spirits industry by far – are 
taken into account. Notable examples include the expected introduction of stricter 
rules to intercept fake GIs at the EU’s external border and clarification that the origin 
of any spirit drink produced in the EU should be according to its ‘place of 
manufacture’ – a key principle for the spirits industry to prevent misleading labelling.  
 
We are very active to ensure existing EU Treaty and legislative commitments are 
enforced by all EU Member States, and support tools like the EU ‘TRIS’ notification 
procedure which aims to prevent the creation of barriers in the EU internal market 
before they materialise. This is important when the industry is faced with national 
proposals that deviate from EU internal market rules, such as key elements of the 
Irish Public Health (Alcohol) Bill. We also provide evidence to the Commission to 
enable them to launch infringement procedures where national laws breach the EU 
acquis, e.g. as regards discriminatory tax policies seen in markets like Hungary 
which unfairly favour local spirits producers. 
 
On a global scale, the SWA liaised with the Brazilian authorities when they wanted to 
introduce legislation which would have required Scotch Whisky and other spirits to 
add additional unnecessary and confusing labelling. We successfully utilised EU 
legislation to ensure that this legislation did not affect Scotch Whisky. In Ecuador, we 
also successfully amended the Whisky definition when it was open for consultation to 
achieve closer alignment with the EU whisky definition. 
 
The SWA is a strong supporter of the EU single market. Because of the importance 
of a stable regulatory framework for the sector, the EU (Withdrawal) Bill should be 
passed into statute as soon as possible in order to allow the smooth transfer of EU 
regulations into UK law prior to the UK leaving the EU. This should ensure the UK 
has continued regulatory consistency with the EU at the point of Brexit. Post-Brexit, 
our work in Brussels will also continue as the European Union is a significant export 
market for Scotch Whisky representing one third of Scotch Whisky exports. Exports 
to key ‘Top 10’ markets like France, Germany and Spain will continue to have to 
comply with EU rules, and we will therefore need to engage actively with the EU 
policymaking process to ensure positive outcomes for our industry over the long 
term. We will work closely with all relevant stakeholders to ensure that the Scotch 
Whisky industry’s requirements are clearly understood at a domestic, European and 
international level. 
 
Scotch Whisky has been defined in UK law since 1933. Brexit is not going to change 
that. Scotch Whisky is also recognised as a Geographical Indication (GI) and has 
been since the concept was introduced by World Trade Organisation (WTO) rules in 
1994. It is specifically protected in the legislation of many countries, separately from 
any protection arising from the EU. It is also protected in other ways under the laws 
of further countries, and none of this is going to change as a result of Brexit. 
 
Post Brexit, the SWA will continue to do what it has done for many decades: stop the 
sale of products unfairly taking advantage of the reputation of Scotch Whisky. To 
assist this work, it is critical the UK Government swiftly sets out a GI framework 
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recognising all domestic GIs and  GIs currently protected in the EU, and which 
provides a facility for recognising new domestic and foreign GIs in future. 
 
 
GMB SCOTLAND EVIDENCE 
Scrutiny of the Trade Bill and Associated Legislative Consent Motions 
February 2018 

 
Introduction 
 
GMB Scotland is a major general trade union, which represents members across 
many sectors - in public and commercial services as well as manufacturing 
industries. Trade policy and rules affect all of our members either directly or 
indirectly, and GMB therefore welcomes the opportunity to respond with evidence as 
part of the Scottish Parliament Finance and Constitution Committee scrutiny of the 
Trade Bill. This response is on behalf of GMB members across Scotland.  
 
For many years, GMB has been actively (and not uncritically) involved in the 
development of trade policy at national, European and Global level.  
 
GMB is also currently engaged at various levels in responding to developments in 
UK Trade policy as the UK prepares to leave the EU. GMB responded in detail to the 
Westminster Government’s White Paper consultation on the future of UK Trade 
policy in November 2017 (attached in Annex 1 for reference). We were dismayed 
when the Government brought forward the Trade Bill within hours of the closure of 
the consultation – showing contempt for those who spent a good deal of time and 
resources producing a serious response to the consultation. More recently, GMB has 
provided evidence to the Westminster public Bill Committee on the Taxation (Cross 
Border Trade) Bill. 
 
GMB is also working in co-operation with a number of leading manufacturing 
federations (chemicals, ceramics, glass, building materials, furniture and others) in a 
group called Manufacturing Trade Remedies Association (MTRA) seeking to ensure 
robust trade remedies and defence measures to protect UK manufacturing from 
unfair competition and dumping. 
 
Westminster Government Trade policy proposals are spread across two Bills: The 
Trade Bill and the Taxation (Cross Border Trade) Bill, which is causing confusion for 
some, and stretches resources to monitor and respond to both Bills effectively, 
particularly when many of the public/evidence committees are run in parallel. GMB 
would urge close scrutiny of both Bills by the Scottish Parliament. 
 
The future economic climate for Scotland and the rest of the UK post Brexit will rely 
heavily on robust and effective Trade policy that guarantees fair and progressive 
trade practices and protects our jobs and industries from unfair competition and 
dumping.  
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GMB feels that the Trade Bill and Taxation (Cross Border Trade) Bill in their current 
form are not fit for purpose in defending and promoting Scottish and wider UK trade 
interests in a post-Brexit environment. The trade policy proposed by Westminster 
Government is driven by liberalisation and deregulation, and exposes Scottish, and 
wider British manufacturing and other businesses, to unfettered free trade, with 
insufficiently robust and effective trade defence mechanisms and Trade Remedies to 
protect our industries from dumping and unfair competition. 
 
Scottish and wider UK manufacturing and other industries also risk being “hung out 
to dry” with deregulatory pressure on product, labour and environmental standards, 
which will take us out of the quality markets we need to compete in to survive and 
develop. Neither Scotland nor wider UK can compete with China and South East 
Asia on low end, low wage production. It is dishonest of Government Ministers to 
pretend that taking UK out of the scope of established and recognised regulatory 
standards for products, labour/employment and environmental protection will 
enhance our prospects for trade – it will not. Trade unions and businesses alike are 
warning against such action, yet it is clear the UK Government is not listening. 
 
Our evidence below concentrates on the issues raised in the call for evidence, 
though we would be happy to assist with further information and evidence on our 
wider concerns about the Bills. Many of the points of concern we have for wider 
trade policy in the future are contained in our response to the White paper attached 
in Annex 1. 
 
Key Issues raised by Finance & Constitution Committee 
 

1. The appropriateness of the powers proposed in the Bill for UK Ministers 
and Scottish Ministers 
 
GMB believes that both the Trade Bill and the Taxation (Cross Border Trade) Bill 
as currently drafted, give far too much power and influence to the Secretary of 
State for International Trade and other ministers involved to influence a range of 
measures and decisions within trade policy. There is insufficient scope for 
scrutiny by Parliament and the devolved administrations at a number of phases in 
the development of trade policy and agreements, which needs to be remedied. 
The Bills need to be amended to open up the democratic process of defining and 
directing trade policy and agreements, and greater transparency, scrutiny and 
inclusiveness must be assured. 
 

2. The restrictions which the Bill seeks to apply to the powers of Scottish 
Ministers 
The Trade Bill recognizes the devolved authority as “appropriate authority” and 
Scottish Ministers as “devolved authority”. However, Schedule 1 – restrictions on 
devolved authorities leaves it very unclear the scope Scottish Ministers would 
have at key phases of development of trade agreements and policy to influence 
or regulate according to Scottish Government priorities and principles without 
consent of a Minister of the Crown. For instance, what scope would Scottish 
Ministers have to refuse the commencement of trade negotiations with a 
country/group of countries the Scottish Government felt unworthy of 
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consideration of a trade agreement? Would the Scottish Government be able to 
enforce progressive regulations relating to legally binding adherence to Labour 
Standards, decent wages, environmental standards and protections for public 
services from privatization? We sense the current proposals do not offer this 
freedom. 
 
GMB has further concern that there is no recognition of the need for- or facility for 
the involvement of devolved authorities in the work of the Trade Remedies 
Authority (TRA). GMB believes that there should also be trade union involvement 
in this Authority. GMB is alarmed about the level of power and authority the 
Secretary of State has over the membership and functioning of the TRA. The 
Taxation (Cross Border Trade) Bill also gives the SoS Power to overrule advice 
or recommendations of the TRA. 
 

3. The implications for the operability of the devolution settlement arising 
from the Bill’s provisions 
GMB believes that the current proposals in the Trade Bill would restrict the scope 
of the Scottish Government and Parliament to protect public, health and other 
services in Scotland from privatization and corporate power grab. It also restricts 
the power to protect Scottish manufacturing and other businesses from unfair 
competition and dumping given the weakness of current trade remedy proposals, 
mandatory use of Lesser Duty Rule, and the risk of divisive use of a combined 
Economic Interest Test (EIT) and Public Interest Test (PIT). Again, the Secretary 
of State holds too much sway on influencing these decisions, and the process 
has to be opened up to allow devolved administrations the scope to protect and 
promote areas where it has power under the devolution settlement. 
 

4. The interaction between the provisions of the Trade Bill and those 
contained in the European Union (Withdrawal) Bill and the implications of 
this interaction for the devolution settlement  
It is regrettable that the major concerns relating to the devolved sections of the 
EU Withdrawal Bill remain unresolved as the Bill moved to the Lords. Given its 
central importance to key issues relating to future trade policy and agreements, it 
is difficult to scrutinise or give consent to Trade  and related Bills with such little 
clarity and certainty as to what powers devolved administrations will have to 
control and influence key areas of future trade policy, many of which currently fall 
under its devolved jurisdiction. 
 
Resolving the issues relating to Clause 11 of the Withdrawal Bill and related 
devolved matters will be vital to bringing clarity on the powers to influence 
existing devolved areas such as environmental standards, health, public 
procurement, agriculture and many other areas that will be directly impacted by 
trade policy. GMB would want assurance that more progressive policies being 
pursued by devolved administrations in these areas will not be undermined by UK 
Government attempts to reclaim authority over these areas via trade policy. 
 

5. The implications of the Bill’s provisions for any common frameworks that 
may be agreed between the Scottish and UK governments relating to the 
repatriation of powers from the EU  
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GMB accepts that future trade policy and agreements may necessitate the 
agreement of common frameworks and standards in certain areas. However, we 
would want devolved administrations to have joint powers and consent with UK 
Government in deciding whether trade agreements are launched, to scrutinize 
the negotiations transparently and democratically, to influence regulatory 
standards, and to have an ultimate veto on agreement of a trade agreement if it 
was found to be detrimental to the interests of the devolved administration (and 
probably the wider country). 
 
GMB is interested by the suggestion of the Welsh administration for a UK Council 
of Ministers of the Nations, and believes that, if this structure was developed to 
assure transparency and scrutiny, it could lend itself well to development of future 
UK trade policy.  
 
 

6. The implications of the Bill’s provisions for the operation of public 
procurement policy in Scotland  
GMB has major concerns for the development of more progressive public 
procurement policy under the current Westminster Government. Our members 
would not wish to see existing powers of the devolved administrations in this area 
undermined by either the Trade Bill or the EU Withdrawal Bill more widely. 
 
The UK Government’s approach to implementation of the recent revision of the 
EU Public Procurement Directives from 2014 was minimal to non-existent on 
some of the key areas of improving and clarifying the social dimension, the 
established (but often overlooked) right for public authorities to provide services 
“in-house” and to in-source, and not to go out to contract. The UK Government 
did not transpose Article 18.2 the so-called “social clause” into the legal articles of 
the UK Government regulation, and ignored a lot of the scope to develop 
environmental and life cycle considerations.  
 
There is clear water between the Scottish Parliament provisions and UK 
Government provisions in this legislation and, whilst GMB would like to see the 
Scottish Parliament go still further in terms of social procurement, we would 
certainly not wish to see any progress undermined. 
 
Public Procurement offers in recent EU trade negotiations has been a 
contentious issue. Many third countries aggressively seek the wide scale opening 
of public procurement to liberalization, and GMB fears that our public and health 
services will come under greater attack in post Brexit trade deals if the UK 
government is left unchallenged in its neoliberal trade policy ambitions.  
 
GMB believes that in leaving the EU, the UK should aim to develop a more 
progressive trade policy based on tariff free fair trade, not a deregulatory race to 
the bottom of standards, rights and protections and a corporate power grab at the 
expense of public policy interest. Past EU trade negotiations with the US (TTIP) 
failed because public opinion turned against this model. The EU  Canada deal 
(CETA) sadly continues, but is not a model trade agreement to be followed, and, 
as well as posing a serious threat to public services, contains divisive corporate 
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court powers for settling disputes which has replaced, but not removed, the threat 
of the previous discredited dispute settlement system ISDS. 
 
GMB knows this change of direction will not be brought about by the current 
Government, and therefore urges the devolved administrations to have joint 
authority in defining and agreeing future trade policy and in maintaining and 
developing its control and authority in public procurement domestically and in 
trade agreements. 
  

7. What mechanisms should be put in place to ensure that there is 
parliamentary scrutiny of the powers proposed for Scottish and UK 
Ministers in the Bill? 
GMB believes there should be a joint committee or Council involving the 
devolved administrations for consultation and agreement/consent on all stages of 
the trade process: 
 

• the opening of trade negotiations with a given country/group of countries;  
• scrutiny, amendment and agreement of the trade negotiating mandate;  
• scrutiny of the development of negotiations;  
• influence to ensure transparency and inclusiveness of expert 

opinion/interest groups in this process; 
• joint authority over final agreement or rejection of agreement/veto 

 
GMB also believes that the devolved administrations need to be involved in 
decisions relating to Trade Remedies and trade defence measures and have a 
formal role and influence in the work and recommendations of the Trade 
Remedies authority and consent on decisions of the Secretary of State where the 
sector/companies in question operate/have an impact on Scotland. 
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ANNEXE I 
GMB TRADE UNION 
RESPONSE TO WHITE PAPER CONSULTATION 
DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
PREPARING FOR OUR FUTURE UK TRADE POLICY  
NOVEMBER 2017 

 
1. Introduction 
 
GMB is Britain’s third largest trade union, with 620,000 members across a range of 
services, public and commercial, and a wide range of manufacturing sectors. 
 
GMB is committed to ensuring that our members are protected from any negative 
impact regarding the decision to take the UK out of the European Union. The future 
direction of UK trade policy is crucial in deciding the security and development of our 
members jobs, the companies they work in, and the overall strength of our economy 
and our members’ livelihoods in years to come. 
 
GMB believes that it is vital for the Government to develop, in parallel and mutually 
reinforcing, a strong Industrial and Trade policy backed up with a joint strategy 
geared to supporting and promoting jobs and companies in the UK. The white paper 
does not capture this in any positive way, and the Government Industrial Strategy 
launched at the beginning of this year was completely detached from the realities we 
face in a post Brexit UK and failed to acknowledge the vital role of trade unions to a 
successful industrial strategy. The Government needs to be inclusive in the 
development of its trade and industrial policies and establish structures to ensure the 
practical input and involvement of trade unions and businesses across the UK. 
 
Of further concern is the fact that the Government has 58 sector post Brexit impact 
reports in its possession, which it has not made public. GMB would have to question 
why these reports are not being shared with the public at a time when people across 
the UK are feeling uncertain, and our polling shows they desperately want to know 
more about what lies in store for them and their jobs. By sitting on these 
assessments, the Government is confirming fears that they do not make positive 
reading. Yet it does not make sense to be developing future trade policy without this 
information/impact assessment being part of the debate and future direction. GMB 
urges the Government to publish the impact assessments as a matter of urgency. 
 
The consultation exercise should be an opportunity for the UK to take an ambitious 
approach towards developing a future trade policy, which addresses the 
unacceptable inequality that past EU and global trade policy has generated. It is a 
chance to produce a trade agenda that puts people before profit, and generates fair 
and sustainable economic development based on the benefit of the many rather than 
the few. 
 
This is the vision for a future UK trade policy that our members wish to see. The tone 
and direction of the DIT White paper is, therefore, a massive disappointment on so 
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many levels. GMB is concerned that the Government is intent on pursuing an 
aggressive free trade and pro-liberalisation approach to future trade, which will be 
detrimental to our members’ jobs and livelihoods, and will fail to support UK 
manufacturing and services. The paper ignores the danger of private investment 
courts to both democracy and economic security, which will leave our country, and 
its companies, open to the worst excesses of corporate manipulation and trade 
dumping. 
 
GMB’s response outlines our key concerns about the tone and direction of the DIT 
white paper, and then expands upon the shape of future UK trade policy GMB 
members would wish to see. 
 
2. General concerns about the content and direction of the DIT White Paper 
 
The white paper on the UK’s “independent” trade policy essentially reiterates the 
worst aspects of an EU and global trade policy that GMB and other unions have long 
opposed. It is largely based on the  assumption that promoting unfettered free trade 
and giving increasing power to multinational corporations will be beneficial not only 
to the UK but also to the rest of the world, particularly in the global South.  
 
In his foreword to the paper, the Secretary of State says that “in the last three 
decades, commercial liberalisation has lifted more people out of abject poverty than 
at any other time in human history”. This wholly inaccurate statement is reiterated in 
the body of the document with reference to a 2015 World Bank report that has been 
widely discredited.  
 
In order to preserve the illusion that free market capitalism is reducing poverty, the 
baseline year for measuring progress was shifted back to 1990 in order to include 
China’s remarkable economic growth, which was entirely state led. In other 
countries, poverty reduction came about as a result of state welfare programmes 
such as that of Brazil’s Bolsa Familia. A further distortion in the statistics was due to 
the Bank twice changing the method of calculating the international poverty line (IPL) 
that miraculously lifted 521 million people out of poverty overnight. Moreover, 
UNCTAD has pointed out that the U$1.25 daily IPL is far too low, and that anyone 
living on less than U$5 per day is “unable to achieve a standard of living adequate 
for health and wellbeing”. If the IPL were set at the higher figure, 5.1 billion people or 
80% of humanity would be below the line. 
 
The overarching theme of the paper that more trade and higher rates of GDP growth 
are desirable goals in themselves cannot be left unchallenged. “Trade” in this 
instance includes services, which although included in national statistics, is not really 
trade at all but rather the restriction on sovereign states to decide which corporations 
can operate in their jurisdictions, euphemistically described as “liberalisation” , and 
how their public services are run.  
 
The quest for infinite GDP growth is the single most important economic policy aim 
of a market economy. However, technological advances coupled with capital and 
labour surpluses, (not to mention the limitations to plundering the earth’s resources 
in an era of severe climate change), demand a fundamental rethink of our priorities 
towards sustainable trade and jobs for the future rather than more neoliberal dogma.  
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The DIT paper needs to make a clear distinction between protection and 
protectionism. British workers and the companies they work in will rightly expect the 
Government to establish and enforce effective trade defence measures and 
remedies to protect them from dumping and unfair market distortions from trade 
competitors. The white paper is worryingly weak in these areas. 
 
GMB is concerned by the lack of ambition the Government has in meekly supporting 
the aims and activities of the World Trade Organisation (WTO), rather than seeking 
to tackle the weaknesses of this flawed system and improve its functioning. It gives 
the impression that the Government is out of its depth in carving a progressive trade 
policy, preferring to accept an EU or global status quo. 
Its mission is to “liberalise” trade and enforce rules designed to benefit transnational 
corporations at the expense of national sovereignty, a curious anomaly given that the 
stated aim of Brexit was to reassert the authority of the British state.  
 
If the UK was serious about pursuing an independent policy based on respect for the 
needs of its trading partners, it would be campaigning to reform or abolish the WTO  
in its present form, and replace it with a more flexible multilateral institution that 
recognised the vastly differing requirements of countries in the global South and  
stopped  the coercive “liberalisation” measures of the current entity. The UK 
Government should look to strengthen remedies and anti-dumping measures in 
support of our industries and jobs beyond WTO measures. 
 
GMB does not agree with the exigencies of the Government Procurement 
Agreement (GPA), which, again, restricts states’ ability to choose what path they 
want to follow. We are particularly concerned about the forthcoming ministerial 
conference of the WTO in Buenos Aires, which includes the possibility of 
multinational technology companies having unprecedented powers to collect and use 
data without oversight from the host state. 
 
Proposals for the UK to participate in plurilateral agreements are similarly 
unwelcome. In addition to our opposition to the GPA, we vigorously oppose Trade in 
Services Agreement (TISA) membership for the UK in the same manner as we 
oppose it for the EU. It is yet another egregious example of shaping the world 
economy for the benefit of global capital instead of the needs of the people, and 
leaves public services and jobs, employment rights and conditions exposed to 
dangerous liberalising forces.  
 
Similarly, the pursuit of free trade deals is inimical to any notion of balanced 
agreements between nation states. The existing free trade agreements between the 
EU and various third parties are, at best, a means to a profitable end for 
multinational companies and, at worst, little more than commercial blackmail in the 
case of the Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) with African countries. The 
assertion that trade agreements “can promote and support labour protections, the 
environment, human rights, anti-corruption, animal welfare and other important 
factors” has no basis in fact.  
 
Finally, we would reiterate our opposition to WTO dispute settlement mechanisms 
and to ISDS generally. For too long they have been the stick to beat states that 
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rightly choose to put public interest policy before the power grab of corporations. 
This imbalance of power has turned public opinion against current EU and global 
trade policy and needs to be addressed rather than mimicked in any future UK trade 
policy. 
 
3. Key GMB priorities for future UK trade policy. 
 
GMB has long opposed EU and WTO trade agreements, which have favoured the 
interests of corporations over the rights and protections of people and public services 
across the world. 
 
In the context of UK’s exit from the EU, and therefore end of its coverage under EU 
trade arrangements, GMB believes it is time for the UK to establish a trade policy 
which puts the interests of people before profit, and ends corporate power grab 
through trade deals.  
 
There should be no automatic acceptance that WTO membership and rules are the 
best route to follow for a future UK trade agenda. The Government should instead 
challenge the existing models of trade at EU level and globally, and insist on change. 
 
a) Full transparency and inclusiveness  

All UK trade negotiations should be fully open and transparent, and include 
structures and processes for ongoing and systematic detailed consultation and 
involvement of Parliament and key groups including specific rights to consultation 
for trade unions as the only legitimate voice of workers. Parliament, rather than 
Government, must have the mandate and power to agree the launch of any trade 
negotiations, and the scope to assess the benefits/threats across a range of 
areas including jobs, labour standards, environmental standards and protections 
and the security of public and health services. Parliament and its committees 
must have the ability to influence the direction of negotiations, and to have the 
final say on whether the trade deal should be ratified. The devolved governments 
and assemblies must also have a central role in defining and influencing trade 
policy and agreements within this structure to help ensure we have a trade policy 
and future agreements that work for the whole of UK. 
 

b) Legally binding and enforceable labour standards, employment and human 
rights 
UK trade agreements must ensure that protection of labour standards, 
employment rights and conditions and fundamental human rights (including 
freedom of association and right to collective bargaining) are enshrined in legally 
binding provisions which offer effective enforcement mechanisms and dissuasive 
sanctions. Standards and conditions should level up to the highest provisions in 
any trade agreement, and there must be no regression of standards for any of the 
parties involved. Guarantees for living wages and adherence and respect for 
collective agreements at all levels must be ensured. 
 

c) Protection of all public and health services  
Future UK trade policy must protect UK public and health services from 
privatisation and marketization. Even where already partly privatised. The UK 
should re-ratify and implement ILO C94 labour clauses in public contracts, and 
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enforce this and collective agreements in place in future trade deals. The 
government should also strengthen protections and guarantees under future UK 
provisions of Transfer of Undertakings Protection of Employment (TUPE).  
 

d) Trade in Services 
GMB has major concerns about the Government’s plans to push for greater 
liberalisation of global services. Given the fact that migration was a major issue 
during the referendum campaign, it is interesting to note that the Government 
makes no reference to its plans regarding Mode IV temporary movement of 
workers under any extension of trade in services. GMB recalls that in past EU 
negotiating rounds with other countries such as India, the UK government was 
prepared to make generous offers for movement of workers and we believe that 
its intensions in future trade policy in this area should be made crystal clear. 
The Government should not become a member of TiSA (Trade in services 
agreement) which is a dangerous deal, and puts public and health services at risk 
given there is no protection for them. It is a highly deregulatory trade proposal, 
which also threatens the quality, job protection and conditions of wider services 
and presents major risks in terms of data protection. 
 

e) Tariff free access not deregulation  
GMB believes it is time for trade policy to return to its core focus of reducing or 
eliminating tariffs and providing duty free quota free access to mutual benefit of 
trading partners. Global trade policy has, wrongly, developed into an over-
powerful vehicle for deregulation of standards and protections, and the 
dominance of investor power and rights over public interest and protection. 
Recent EU trade deals have been less about tariff reduction, (often already low or 
no tariff) and more about deregulation and liberalisation. This must be reversed. 
 

f) Product, Environmental and quality standards and regulations  
Future UK trade policy must protect and promote high and effective product, 
environmental and quality standards, which are at least in line with existing and 
developing EU norms. Banned substances lists should build on EU levels and 
develop more positive protections. The precautionary principle should apply to 
product and service standards as well as health & safety, employment and 
environmental protections. Trade policy must not be used as a means of 
deregulating standards and creating a race to the bottom, and must begin to 
address the growing environmental challenges faced by climate change.  
 

g) Investor Courts/Dispute settlement  
The UK must reverse the growth of power of global corporations to pursue 
investor rights over public interest policy developed by democratically elected 
authorities, and end the dominance of secret investor courts to enforce their will.  
The UK should drop ISDS or any equivalent form of unaccountable investor court 
(including the recent EU proposals for an Investment Court System) from any 
future trade policy, and return dispute settlement to transparent and 
democratically controlled national court procedures. GMB wants to see 
guarantees for the scope and freedom for governments and authorities to apply 
public interest policy without risk of challenge. There should be no ratchet or 
standstill clauses restricting governments or authorities in their ability to bring 
services back into public ownership or control. 
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h) Trade defence measures/remedies and anti-dumping 

GMB has major concerns that the white paper does not go nearly far enough in 
proposing robust trade defence measures to give UK companies and their 
workers the support and protection they will need in a post Brexit trade policy. 
 
As a starting point, we believe it is important for the Government to distinguish 
between Protection and Protectionism. Global trade is becoming an increasingly 
harsh and competitive arena, and it is important that the UK Government has a 
trade policy which provides robust protection to guarantee a level playing field 
and fairness for UK businesses and for workers whose jobs rely on the success 
of those companies. The white paper shows considerable reticence from 
Government to put such measures in place, which British workers and companies 
will not find reassuring.  
 
GMB already has clear evidence of the reluctance of Government to stand up for 
UK jobs and manufacturing in trade disputes with the ongoing scandalous 
behaviour of the US Government in its punitive tariff increases on Bombardier 
aircraft being produced by our members in Northern Ireland.  GMB has been 
dismayed by the lack of action by the UK Government to protect vital 
manufacturing jobs, and to show the US that it cannot act in this shameful way. 
The Government’s inaction does not bode well for future trade negotiations with 
the US or other countries, and is a sign of worrying weakness, which will be 
exploited by trade counterparts. 
 
In Scotland, GMB workers in the whisky industry will expect firm support from the 
Government to protect and promote their vital economic sector and the jobs they 
support. Yet GMB concerns raised for the future of the industry after Brexit have 
met with silence from the Government. Process jobs related to the industry are 
already disappearing, and yet we see no strategy or support from Government to 
ensure the industry has a positive future. The industry has always enjoyed 
reasonable support and protection from the EU in fighting its corner in past EU 
trade negotiations and we would expect the same and more from our own 
Government. GMB expects particular support and vigilance in any trade 
discussions with India and other parts of Asia where competition is a threat. 
 
GMB wishes to see firm positions from Government in relation to countries who 
claim to meet market economy status conditions but have high levels of state 
intervention, and to see monitoring, enforcement and remedies provisions in 
place to deal with unfair competition from these sources. 
 
The government should at least meet the new EU methodology on anti-dumping 
rules and go beyond these to include wider scope to assess the jobs, social and 
environmental costs and impact in such actions. GMB has major concerns with 
the proposals for an economic interest test, which we fear will put undue focus 
on lower consumer prices to the detriment of impact on remedies. We want to 
see an approach that would help protect UK manufacturing and wider jobs, 
standards and environmental protection. We oppose this proposal. 
 
The Government has a poor record at EU level in supporting dissuasive tariffs on 
countries found to be dumping products on UK and EU markets. In the recent 
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steel crisis, the EU was prepared to set much higher tariff thresholds on China, 
and it was the UK Government that was instrumental in these penalty tariffs being 
lowered. GMB insists that the Government reviews its laissez-faire approach to 
trade, and ensures there are robust measures in place to counter unfair 
competition in future trade. 
 
We do not believe that the Lesser Duty Rule is a sensible approach in UK trade 
policy and urge the Government not to adopt this measure. GMB has worked with 
the Manufacturing Trade Remedies Alliance on these issues and supports the 
case evidence supplied on behalf of the group to the consultation. 
 
 GMB urges the Government to reassess its position on trade defence 
measures/remedies and to listen to key groups such as the joint trade 
union/manufacturing federation group and heed its advice on these policy areas. 
 

i) Public procurement  
The Government should maximise the scope to use public procurement and 
contracting to the benefit of UK manufacturing and services and promoting UK 
jobs. 
 
GMB has major concerns that the Government will not use this scope, as it has 
already indicated in its recent decision to open up the manufacture of 3 vital 
Royal Fleet Auxiliary vessels to international tender. GMB fears this will be a 
taste of things to come for future trade and procurement policy. The UK voting 
public did not hear Government Ministers saying in its referendum campaign 
“take back control, and give UK contracts to the lowest global bidder, and hang 
UK industry and its skilled workers”. If this is to be the direction of future policy 
then we believe the British public has the right to know. 
 
Any procurement offers under trade deals must ensure the highest level of 
labour, employment, human rights and environmental protections, which must be 
legally binding and backed up with sanctions. The UK government must 
implement the social clause contained in Article 18.2 of the 2014 revision of the 
EU Public Procurement Directives, which it failed to do in its national 
implementation of these provisions: 
 

Member States shall take appropriate measures to ensure that in the 
performance of public contracts economic operators comply with applicable 
obligations in the fields of environmental, social and labour law established by 
Union law, national law, collective agreements or by the international 
environmental, social and labour law provisions listed in Annex X 

 
It must also reinforce the scope to use reserved contract provisions to support 
employment for people with disabilities and other disadvantaged groups. (Article 
20 of EU Directives 2014): 
 

1.   Member States may reserve the right to participate in public procurement 
procedures to sheltered workshops and economic operators whose main aim 
is the social and professional integration of disabled or disadvantaged 
persons or may provide for such contracts to be performed in the context of 
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sheltered employment programmes, provided that at least 30 % of the 
employees of those workshops, economic operators or programmes are 
disabled or disadvantaged workers. 
 
2.   The call for competition shall make reference to this Article. 

 
GMB calls on the government to go further and re-ratify ILO C94 Labour clauses 
in Public Contracts and make this a condition within trade agreements.  
 

 
j) Geographical Indications 

The Government has not made clear its position relating to protecting and 
promoting Geographical Indication status to protect and promote the integrity and 
heritage of products under this category. As well as maintaining the current 
coverage of GI as it applies to Agri/Food products across the EU, GMB calls on 
the Government to drop its resistance to the extension of the GI system to non-
agri/food products to help protect and promote a wider range of products across 
the UK. Many of these products have high intellectual property value, are niche 
products and support quality skilled jobs, which we need to protect for the future. 
Examples include Savile Row Tailors, Harris Tweed, Stoke and other potteries 
and Whitby Jet. GMB wishes to see support for this initiative in future trade 
policy. 
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HM 

 

16 February 2018 

 

Bruce Crawford  

Convener Finance and Constitution Committee  

Scottish Parliament  

Edinburgh  

EH99 1SP 

 

Dear Bruce   

STUC Response to the Finance and Constitution Committee’s Call 

for evidence on the Trade Bill 

The Scottish Trades Union Congress (STUC) is part of the Trade Justice 

Scotland Coalition which prepared a submission to the UK 

Government’s Trade Bill. Enclosed with this letter is a copy of this 

submission, which I would like to draw to the Committee’s attention.  

In addition to the submission the Trade Justice Scotland Coalition has 

also drawn up 10 principles for just trade deals1.  The first of which is the 

need to ensure trade negotiations are transparent and subject to 

democratic scrutiny. The STUC is concerned that the current Trade Bill 

makes no provision to ensure democratic accountability or parliamentary 

scrutiny from either Westminster or Holyrood in the agreement of future 

trade deals, something that fundamentally undermines the legitimacy of 

such deals.  

As the Committee is no doubt aware, modern trade deals often include 

requirements and provisions that can have a real and meaningful impact 

on life in Scotland, including the shape of our public services, our food 

safety standards and our laws to protect worker’s rights and the 

environment. Agreeing these deals in private with no reference to the 

desires or views of citizens, or indeed their elected representatives, is 

                                      
1
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not acceptable. Equally the inclusion of investor state dispute settlement 

mechanisms in trade deals offers a form of private justice to big 

companies and can lock in privatisation and is often weighted heavily 

against Governments.  

The STUC is clear, therefore, that the Scottish Parliament should not 

give legislative consent to the Trade Bill while it does not contain a 

provision that all future trade deals will be agreed in a transparent 

manner with effective oversight from the Westminster Parliament and all 

devolved institutions.  

With the process of Brexit underway, it is clear that trade deals with both 

the European Union and other countries across the world will shape the 

structure of our economy and may limit the ability of Government to act 

in a variety of areas. Options around procurement and state aid for 

industry, for example, may well be shaped or limited by trade 

agreements, something that requires significant public debate and 

political oversight. It is clear that public procurement could be used to 

promote better fair work outcomes including the adoption of the living 

wage, promotion of sectoral collective bargaining and encouraging 

compliance with good practice initiatives like Unite’s ‘Construction 

Charter’.2  It is therefore vital that these powers are not simply lost in the 

course of concluding trade negotiations.  

The way trade deals are agreed is therefore of the utmost importance 

and transparency and democratic oversight of these deals must be 

assured. 

There are also a number of issues around the UK Government’s 

preparedness for Brexit and its ability to handle some of the technical 

changes associated with new trade and customs arrangements, which I 

would like to highlight to the Committee.  

The PCS trade union organises workers in Her Majesty’s Revenue and 
Customs (HMRC). The PCS have identified six areas where they believe 
staff shortages will impact detrimentally on the ability of HMRC to deal 
adequately with exiting the EU. These include: 

 Customs and International Trade Policy staff  

                                      
2
 http://www.unitescotlandconstruction.net/construction-charter.html  
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 Customs compliance staff

 Staff who will process the increased number of Customs
Declarations, identify where customs duty may be at risk and
collect the right amount of duty

 VAT Compliance staff

 Staff who will be expected to develop, test and roll out new
IT systems

 Staff who train and develop new recruits

The HMRC is currently pursuing a number of office closures, including 
closing all sites in Scotland with the exception of two regional centres in 
Glasgow and Edinburgh. The PCS has called on the Government to 
pause these office closures, whilst it re-evaluates what is needed from 
HMRC as a result of Brexit.  

We therefore would like to ask that the Committee give consideration as 
to how these changes in staffing levels interact with trade policy and the 
issues dealt with within the Trade Bill. 

With the complexities of Brexit likely to be great, and the issues around 
trade significant I hope the committee will support the call for an 
assurance of transparency in trade negotiations and a formal role for the 
Scottish Parliament in the agreement of all future trade deals.  

With best wishes, 

Helen Martin  
Assistant General Secretary 
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